Supported by the most well-known experts in Hospitality, Gastronomy and Luxury along with those from Higher Education, Ecole Ferrières plans to become the international standard for French Excellence.

Ecole Ferrières’ mission is threefold:
- Educate students from around the world to become professionals in Hospitality, Gastronomy and Luxury through various programs that are pertinent to industry needs
- Contribute to the expanding knowledge and practices in three dimensions: hospitality management, French gastronomy and luxury
- Reinforce the influence and allure of France in the sectors of excellence.

The method is founded on the multitude of experiences in France and internationally in the setting of an academic curriculum and innovative practices extending even to include educational financial aid.

**MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY**
- Hotel Management
- Food and Beverage
- Luxury
- Tourism and Events Management

**STRENGTHS**
- Two Programs: French and English
- Diploma: versatility in the first 2 years and a choice of a specialization in the 3rd year (Bachelor Ferrières) or 4th year (IBBA)
- Triple dimension in learning: Hotel Management, Gastronomy and Luxury
- Double degree possibilities with SKEMA and Grenoble Business Schools
- Job opportunities in sectors that are in constant development
- PAP or Programme for Accelerated Professionalisation is an exclusivity of Ferrières: No applied-learning restaurants and hotel but an individual tutoring program in operational structures exposing students to the realities of the field
- Exceptional setting of the Castle of Ferrières, in perfect harmony with luxury professions
- Pedagogical and professional infrastructure: innovative educational tools
- Sponsorship Committee composed of world-renowned Professionals
- Highly recognized teachers and speakers

**LOCATION**
Ecole Ferrières is close to Paris. It is located 25 kms east of Paris, in the Seine-et-Marne region, 10 minutes away from Disneyland. The School is accessible via public transportation: local train and bus.

**IDENTITY FORM**
- Precise name of the institution: Ecole Ferrières
- Type of institution: Private Establishment
- City where the main campus is located: Ferrières-en-Brie
- Number of students: 350
- Percentage or number of international students: 20%
- Type and level of qualifications awarded:
  - Bachelor Ferrières, International Bachelor of Business Administration, MSc Ferrières, Cuisine, Pastry, Bakery, Front Office Assistant Manager, Housekeeping Manager, Sommelier Assistant Certificates
- French language courses: Yes - intensive language courses in French for International track students
- Programs for international students: Yes - The Summer School immerses international students in the French culture and way of living via cultural activities. Additionally, it initiates them to the French or English language, depending on their choice of Syllabus.
- Programs in English: Yes - All classes are taught in English with the exception of the gastronomic courses taught in French with the presence of an interpreter (first year).
- Registration fees/year (for information only):
  - Bachelor Ferrières (3 years), IBBA (4 years), MSc Ferrières (18 months)
  - 9,200€ per semester - Bachelor Ferrières
  - 15,000€ - Pastry, Cuisine, Sommellerie Certificate Course
- Postal address:
  - Château de Ferrières - Rue du Château BP 49 - Ferrières-en-Brie 77164 FRANCE

ferrières-paris.com/en
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